Vocal Repertoire List for Recitals & Master Class

This list provides examples of entry level repertoire and progressive levels of difficulty. Comparable repertoire may be chosen by the teacher.

BEGINNER LEVEL

Repertoire Requirement: one solo or two contrasting solos (for example happy/sad or fast/slow).

- Popular Songs for Young Singers - Hal Leonard HL00747077
- Kids Broadway Songbook - Hal Leonard 00311609

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

Repertoire Requirement: one solo or two contrasting solos (one art song and one song from Broadway). Art songs must be sung in the original language and may be transposed.

- The Best Songs Ever - Hal Leonard HL00359224
- Broadway Love Songs - Hal Leonard HL00311558
- Broadway Ballads - Hal Leonard HL00311570
- The First Book of Soprano (Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Baritone/Bass) Solos; Part 1 – Schirmer
- Art Songs for School and Studio First Year - Oliver Ditson Co.

ADVANCED LEVEL

Repertoire Requirement: one solo or two contrasting solos (one art song or aria and one song from Broadway). Art songs and arias must be sung in the original language and may be transposed.

- 50 Art Songs from the Modern Repertoire - G Schirmer
- 24 Italian Songs and Arias - Schirmer Vol 1722
- Broadway Love Songs - Hal Leonard HL00311558
- Broadway Ballads - Hal Leonard HL00311570